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Abstract

(Figure 1). The robot is autonomous in the sense that it is
freely navigating using onboard sensor signals. Its navigation is based on the recognition of natural landmarks, which
are compared to data of the building layout stored on the
robot's processor.

Operating experiences with service robots are not easily available yet. They would be of value, as, in the
end, customer acceptance will decide upon the actual
use of service robots. A service robot is a complex
system, as it includes, in addition to the robot itself,
the task, the operator, and the. environment. In our
case we have been developing a Mobile Post Distribution System MOPS, and we are actually testing and
operating it now in our office building. Lessons
learned and consequences will be discussed.

The paper will address the interaction of the robot wi~
its environment and its users. The operating experience,
main causes for disturbances or malfunctions, as well as consequences for the actual layout and operation of the robot
will be discussed. An outlook on future research topics,
which we think should be tackled, will be given. In addition,
a brief survey will be given on the transfer ·of some of the
approaches and general results to other fields.

1. Introduction
Service robots are being suggested for a growing number of
applications [Schraft and Schmierer, 1998]. Their ability of
being mobile spurs the imagination of many potential users.
The technical challenges of building such mobile robots are
recognized and subsumed under the three basic questions:
where am I, where do I wantto·go, how do I do it?· There are
answers available already, but finding better solutions is still
a task of ongoing research. However, operating experiences
with service robots are not easily available yet [Burgard et
aI., 1998; Endres et aI., 1998]. They would be of value, as, in
the end, customer acceptance will decide upon the actual use
of service robots, and future research would have to be stimulated into reducing deficiencies coming up during operation.
A service robot is a complex system, as it includes, in
addition to the robot itself, the task, the operator, and the
environment. Its performance is measured with respect to
technical specifications but also with respect to expectations
of skilled operators and even of unspecified users. In our
case, as a realistic test platform for investigating complex
mobile robot application, we have been developing a Mobile
Post Distribution System MOPS, and we are actually testing
and operating it now in our office building. The robot is picking up boxes of mail at the ground tloor of a five-tloor building, delivering them to the secretaries' offices, subsequently
bringing back the outgoing mail to the ground floor station
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Figure 1. The mobile post system MOPS.

2. The Service Robot • a Mobile Post Distributing System
As a benchmark problem for a realistic mobile robot application, we have chosen the task of mail distribution within a
new building at the ETH, Zurich. To realize this mobile robot
application, we have addressed several fundamental mobile
robot research problems. The technical aspects are briefly
described in this paragraph, and in more detail in [Vestli and
Tschichold, 1996]. The interaction with environment and
humans and the operating experiences will be dealt with in
the remainder of this paper.
In a large office building of the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich (ETH) there are several separate
departments each requiring separate internal mail distribution. The departments are spread on 5 floors within the building. Twice a day the mail arrives in a mail room centrally in
the building and the mail for each institute is put into pigeonholes, one for each department. At this central. mail room
there are also pigeon-holes for outgoing mail. Each institute
has in its pigeon-hole a box in which the mail is stored.
These boxes are loosely guided on rails and they can be
gripped by a relatively simple mechanism (Figure 2). Next to
the secretariat of each department a smaller "mail-stop" is
located with the ·same guide rails as in the main mail room.
The robot can thus pick up the boxes at any of these mail
rooms and deposit them at one of the other mail rooms.
Since this is a public building with unlimited access, protecti()n against theftof the mail must be provided. This has been
re~lized wittt motorized blinds for .the pigeon-holes, blinds
which can ·00 opened by the robot, the secretaries and the
postal service. The robot can change its battery pack automatically at .a loading station, operating time is· about four
hours, operating speed up to 0.8m/s.
For the task described .above a mobile robot platform
with non-holonomic kinematics, two diametrically opposed
drive wheels and a free-wheeling castor, is being used. The
robot system cQnta.insa •multi-processing controller for
servo-motors bas.ed around aV:MlRblls,currently the robot is
equipped with one 200 MHzPowerPC 604 processing board.
The drive wheels constitute two servo axes, and the remaining 4 axes are a\'l1il£J.l:lI"foral1laI1ip~lating mechanism for
the payload. SUCh~Ill~.chanism~asblnintegrated on top of
the platfonn. Tbeibasicrob()tplat~0rIll is equipped with a
bumper system\\,itl1isi}{s~gn1t~nt~,and two scanning laser
range finders (I.,IID.ARs).TllescanniI1~mechanism of the
sensor allows a 1'~~Clr~'range-image"to llegenerated between
o and 180 degr~switha .maximum angular resolution of
0.25°. Recording one>cofilplete SCan takes only a few tens of
milliseconds, an4.dueto its high Panclwidthserial communication interface all the data can be transferred to the MOPS'
navigation computer in real-time. Tbera.dial resolution of the
sensor system is 10 nun. The maximum range of the sensor
is configurable, in our application the maximum range is 8m.
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Obstacle avoidance is part of its behavior~ Two additional
infrared triangulation sensors are used by the robot system in
critical docking maneuvers, for example when the robot
aligns itself for the task of mailbox manipulation. A radio
modem enables wireless communication. Various indicator
lights and a speech output module inform the environment
about the robot's immediate action. An infrared communication system is used to communicate with the building infrastructure (elevator, pigeon hole ·blinds, automated doors,
etc.). A touch-screen-PC is mounted on the robot so as to
provide an ergonomic user interface.

Figure 2. MOPS in action, handling·postal boxes at a
mail-stop.

An advanced mechatronic product, such as MOPS, needs
a high-end software development environment to ensure reliable operation and·a short development time.· We use the
development environment and Real-Time Operating System
XOberon [XOberoD, 1999]. It ·is available for a number of
single board computers based on MC680xOand PowerPC
processors [Brega, 1998]. XOberon is-based on the programming language·and (desktop) operating system Oberon. The
Real-Time .Operating System (RTOS) is particularly suited
to interpret sensor data. Signals generated by humans are
treated as additional sensor inputs, and thus the RTOS supports very well and is essential to man/machine interaction.
The navigation of MOPS is based on the recognition of
natural landmarks, which are compared to data of the build-

ing layout stored on the robot's processor. For MOPS, we are
using a behavior-based navigation. After a task is defined by
the user, e.g. drive to the central mail room, the global planner generates a list of intennediate positions that have to be
passed to reach the final goal. This plan is calculated using
. on environment. The navigation
the map of the robot's 0
behavior of the robot on each of these path segments is then
selected by a situation based behavior selector (Figure 3.).
The robot has to classify the various situations using its sensor signals and its knowledge about the mapping of the
house and its natural landmarks such as walls and corners,
and choose its behavior accordingly from a predefined list.
The different behaviors can be implemented independently,
using different algorithms, including neural, fuzzy and classical control techniques.

doors to remote control. The elevator control had to be modified so that it can interact with the infrared commands of the
robot, and the elevator has to come to a stop with no step
ding floor. The elevabetween the elevator floor and the
tor manufacturer was highly interested in the set of requirements posed by the new application. The operation of the
remotely contro
doors has to take all kinds of possible
exceptions into account. Such doors are hardly available in a
retrofit version; we experienced them as being expensive and
not very reliable. "Intelligent mechatronic doors" should be
part of a modern technical building installation from the very
beginning. A wireless communication from the robot to the
ethernet of the house was installed. Areas where the robot
can .not be reached are unavoidable, and any robot operation
has to take such exceptions into account.

4. Interaction with Users

Figure 3. The situation based behaviour selector,
associated behaviours on the right and input information on the left.

3. Inter
d Tschic
,1996] we have shown that the
robot has
y curate and fast I
lization
position
control s s em, whi in tu enable
e robot.
ck onto
the pigeon holes and to load and unload boxes of mail, and to
change battery packs automatically at its service station. The
hybrid navigation scheme, combining graph searching with a
situation based behavior selector and appropriate behaviors
has proved itself as robust and efficient. The generated paths
are close to being optimal and the tolerance towards obstacles is high.
.However, in addition to these robot-centered ~tatements,
many, very different tasks had to be tackled and solved
which are related to the robot and its environment in a wider
sense. They mainly include the infrastructure of the house,
and some of the major problems are detailed subsequently.
Our ETH in-house mail services have been helping us to set
up the interface with the overall mail distribution system.
The architect of our office building has been very responsive
in creating a robot friendly environment without changing it
for humans, for example in adapting the elevator and the
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The interaction with humans takes place on various levels.
A direct interaction with MOPS is possible via the touchscreen-PC placed on the robot (Figure 4 and Figure 5). The
operation of this system is organized in several user hierarchies, which are distinguished from each other with identification IDs and passwords. Authorized personnel can get
status information using the system, and maintenance staff
has access to all sensors and actuators via the on-board processor card of the robot.
A further interface to MOPS is available on the internet.
Again, the system offers several services and information to
the public, e.g. the current position of MOPS, information
about the building and people working in the building. There
are also protected services, such as the possibility for the
secretaries to remove themselves from the mail distribution
list of MOPS (in case of vac~tion, etc.). The basic design of
these user interfaces is the result of a project with the Institute for Work and Organizational Psychology at the ETH
Zurich [Erni et aI., 1995].

Figure 4. Interaction with MODS via the touch-screen-PC.

Further interaction of MOPS with the environment takes
place using the indicator lights and the speech output module. The indicators are placed on four corners of MOPS and
signal the current travel direction of the robot. The speech
output module is the multi-lingual synthesizer Eurovocs.
Currently, the system is operated in German, however it can
be switched to English. In specific situations, the robot can
use this device to announce information about its actual state
or requests to the environment. Additionally, the·robot makes
position specific comments (e.g. in front of the offices) or
tells random wisdom during its normal travel. However, the
operating experience with MOPS has shown that this feature
annoys the people working in the offices after a certain
period (approx. one week) because of the repetitions. A next
step will be to load the headline news from the internet incrementally and to tell them during the travel ofMOPS.

Figure5. MOPS drivingrhrough populated area.
An interesting quality of the robot is its acceptance by
users. In the planning phase, an advanced class of the Zurich
School of Design did studies, discussing aesthetic and emotional aspects of the mobile robot, supposed to run through
narrow, populated hallways [Vestli, 1993]. Consequently, we
did not consider shapes that looked aggressive like sports
Cars or nice like playthings, but stayed with a colorful technical appearance. Together with the Institute of Work Psychology of the ETH we made interviews with secretaries,
janitors, and students as to the general acceptance of such a
new cooperating machine in the building. The answers
showed a broad spectrum of attitudes, ranging from enthusiasm to unrealistic high expectations on what such a machine
could really do, or to complete rejection [Kurth, 1997]. It
definitely shows that information and education is a necessary prerequisite, and users should be integrated into making
the machine operational. An important aspect as to acceptance is, of course, the widespread feeling that the distribution of mail is still considered as a meaningful human
activity which should not be taken over by a soulless
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machine. This attitude would certainly be different if the
work would be a dangerous or unpleasant one.

5. Collecting Operating Experiences
Methods of obtaining operational experience vary largely. A
log-book of all exceptional events is kept continually. We are
discussing causes and consequences in a group, setting up an
FMECA approach (Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality
Analysis) for improving the system behavior. The service
robot MOPS is being operated in an office building, where
five institutes of the ETH are located. The introduction of
MOPS is realized in several testing phases, followed by
appropriate software and hardware revisions, as a consequence of the test results. The length and difficulty grade of
MOPS mission is increased for each test period. By now, the
following phases have been completed:
• Phase 1: navigation in a single room
- no interaction with building infrastructure, such as
doors, elevator, blinds in the front of mail stations
- only a few obstacles (persons) in the room.
- robot takes a mail box continuously from the same rack
and puts it back, .thus there is no change of box position
by human.
• Phase 2: handling of empty mail boxes in a simple tour
from the lab to an adjacent mail-stop
- navigation in the corridors of two floors
- full interaction with building infrastructure: doors, elevator and blinds in the front of mail stations
- interaction with people (mostly institute staff)
• Phase 3: mail delivery for one secretary: tour between
mail center on the ground floor and one secretary mailstop as well as battery charging station
- interaction with all persons working in the building as
well as visitors, students, people challenging the robot,
e.g. covering the sensors
- robot takes mail box from the mail center, delivers it to
the secretary's mail-stop, takes an empty mail box and
delivers it back to the mail center
- interference of people handling the mail boxes at the
stops as well
- automated battery management (battery exchange
before starting a mail tour)
Currently, the third test period of 21 days has been completed; the robot has been accompanied by a service person
(not one of the developers of the system) who assists MOPS
occasionally and notes the reactions as well as the actions of
the people. It is very important to follow MOPS in a far distance to let people "play" with the robot. This experience is
needed for the refinement of the exception handling.
The overall success rate of MOPS during the first test
phase is 100% in a total of six hours of operation. However,
the results of the third test phase are not satisfactory yet,
although the reliability of the robot behavior is very high (the

number of collisions is only two). The reasons for non perfect behavior can be grouped in the following six categories:
• Navigational errors, e.g. "ghost" obstacles while maneuvering in narrow passage-ways
• Positioning errors, e.g. due to miss-matching of small wall
areas in the presence of many obstacles, mostly in situations with too many people around
• Problems while box handling, e.g. no gripping possible of
mail box due to its bad positioning; failure of mail box
pulling because of incorrectly loaded, overfilled boxes
• Problems with energy managemeIit, e.g. empty backup
battery which is needed to bridge the time when the main
batteries are changed
• Problems while interacting with environment, e.g. malfunctioning automatic doors and blinds
• Network problems, e.g. robot cannot communicate with
the battery charging station to give the command to start
battery exchange due to overloaded network (Ethernet)
A survey about the problems having occurred during the
operation of MOPS during the tours in test phase 3 is shown
in Figure 6. A tour consists of changing the batteries, taking
a mail box from the mail center, delivering it to the secretary's mail-stop and bringing an empty box back to the .mail
center. Note that several errors are possible on a single tour,
because service staff is accompanying the robot on its tour
and intervening in case of problems, thus the tour can continue after the occurrence of an error situation.

Navigation errors
Positioning errors
Box handling failures

It is interesting to see that the largest number of failures
comes from interaction of the robot manipulator with the
mail boxes and their bolding compartments. It points to a
basic problem: these elements are being used and manipulated by humans as well, as boxes are loaded manually and
put into their holding compartments, and obviously our robot
manipulator is not versatile enough to cope successfully with
all of the imperfections caused by human handling. Thus, it
is the interfacing of human actions with robot action that
causes the problems. We,,, will have to make the robot manipulator more intelligent, or we will have to put constraints on
the human handling of the boxes. Customers, in general,
tend to prefer an intelligent robot as students from our
Department of Production Engineering found out, who had
been doing marketing research among potentially large customers in Switzerland and Germany, exploring their expectations concerning robot behaviors and additional applications
[Kuebler, 1997].

6.

m Construction Work
s

Actually, we have b
able to apply many of the approaches
and gen
results to other fields, as well. We have been
developing the control of a large robot manipulator for
spraying ready-made concrete on the walls of
roken
tunnels. In that case, the control structure, the man!
hine
interface and our ideas of making the robot a powerful tool
for the versatile use of human operators were the most valuable contributions [H
"er et aI., 1997]. In addition to
that, we are working on a number of medical robot applications, in particular a knee prosthesis, where the "intelligence" of the man/machine interaction for such a strongly
human oriented machine is a predominant feature [Zlatnik,
1998].

7. Conclusions and Outlook

Problems with
energy management
1 - - - - - & . -_ _....

Problems while interacting
with environment
Network problems

• Total number of tours: 21
• Average time needed for one tour: 3S min (the duration of the tour mainly dependens on the availability
of the elevator)
• Number of collisions: 2
Figure 6. Survey on problems lzaving occurred during the
most I:uJvanced test phase 3 of MOPS operation.
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A service robot for distributing mail in an office building
has been presented and operational experiences have been
detailed. In addition to a number of technical problems
related to the robot itself, its interactions with the environment and the users are of major concern. With respect to
environment we have drawn the following main conclusions:
• The adaptation of the building to the novel operation of
such a mobile robot roaming through the hallways with a
payload needs special attention. Particularly, the in~talla
tion of "intelligent mechatronic doors" for remote operation should be discussed at an early planning stage already.
• The handling of the payload boxes by our robot manipulator requires well-defined positioning conditions. On the
other side, the same payload has to be handled manually
by human users as well, who certainly prefer a "formatfree" positioning of the boxes. We wiIl have to modify our
manipulator, adding more sensors and making it more

"intelligent", to give it a more robust handling capability
and to overcome the consequences of imprecise human
actions.
• The wireless communication of the robot with peripheral
devices should be as direct as possible. This means that the
internet connection should be used for non-time-critical
information exchange only. The contact to the battery station on the other hand requires a direct infrared command
or at least a dedicated loop within the ethernet.
The experience with user interaction lead us to support the
following approaches:
• The robot should indicate its state in such a way that the
user or passer-by can guess what it is going to do next.
Voice output was very wen accepted.
• People have to become familiar with the co-existence of
technical co-workers such as mobile robots. This may
require specialed.ucational efforts and it certainly will take
time. The integration of all future users, in particular the
secretaries and the janitors and not only the technical staff,
into the introduction of the MOPS operation led to very
positive reactions.
As an outlook we will summarize some topics we think
would be necessary or useful to further promote the use of
such mobile robots:

• The ability of the robot to build its own maps from measurements should be improved. It should not only learn the
location of landmarks, but also be able to use vision -for
reading door labels with numbers and names. Some promising ,results have been obtained already.
• The robot should have the ability of active self-diagnosis.
Iri"case of degradation or failure it should hypothesize on
possible error sources and it should actively pursue a strategy to verify its suggt'stions, i.e. smart machine technol,ogy has to be developed. In some cases, this might even
anow the machine to switch to corrective measures automatically.
• Currently, obstacle avoidance is done in the conventional
way, using the robot's laser range finder and its behavioral
navigation. It could be refined, by detecting the presence
of humans and making a distinction between them and
usual obstacles, i~ order to make the robot behavior still
safer, and maybe, more "polite". Promising results have
been obtained already. A next step would be to actually
recognize persons or objects and to react to them individually.
Basically, the mobility of the mobile robot is not a purpose in
its own. The robot will be used for a task or a process, for
example handling or cleaning. In future, the integration of
the requirements posed by such tasks into the design of a service robot win need more attention.
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